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Introduction
“Text is the tissue of today’s society, interwoven with the veins of our

communication with others, encased within the bones of our very
humanity. It’s film, photographs, newspapers and recordings that bind us

together in an existential way.” Emily Mitreski

Throughout this publication we plan to explore the wide world of media texts
and their influence in our conventional life. Media texts have been a

constant presence within the modern world, and now in the 21st century
have become a driving force behind the fabric of what we know as society.

Media texts have the ability to enforce ideologies, foster values and change
our perception of the world we live in. Through our exploration, we are

investigating the various techniques behind advertisements and the way
in which they engage audiences, shaping their opinions and creating

associations and connotations packaged with a commodified product.

To try to analyse every form of text in existence is impossible, but in this
study we observe carefully selected advertisements in video, audio and

print form. As we research these individual areas, we will also break down
the bare basics of the ads, through a reconstructive reflective process we will
pull them back to their most basic form in order to understand clearly what

exactly a successful ad is, and what agencies do in order to create an
organic and authentic audience interaction.
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An Explanation

Media Texts, form the fabrication of all that is society around us as
human beings. Media texts range statically across various platforms, and
enter the human conscious at various levels, however to the vast majority

of the public, the reach and calculated nature of media text may be
overlooked. Throughout this publication we will explore the nature of

various levels of media text, in particular the advertising world of media
text. Through looking at the correlative and calculated techniques taken
upon by advertising agencies, to engage and interact with the audience,

through our replication of various campaigns will convey the way in
which texts aim to engage various audiences. 

Throughout this publication we will be presenting out own research and
exhibit a replication process, showing readers the process and tools media

professionals are utilising in order to create what comes across as a
organic engagement process with said media texts.

Fabrication
 explaination
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Advertisements;
How, What, where,When,
 Why?
For generations organisations have commissioned
 advertising agencies to market their products to society. These Agencies
for years have had to draw of various media techniques to typically
ensure the engagement the  audience will have with the advertisement is
one which happens naturally or "organically"so that the advertisement
has resonance with its audience and thus persuades them
 towards purchasing said product. 

Figure 1:1(below) 
Virginia Slims, Life, 13 August 1971

Side Note One
The image right of this side note is a

sample of campaign for cigarette
company Virginia Slims which is known

for its iconic women empowering adverts.
Through its breaking into the industry in

1968 Virginia Slims consequent campaigns
all dote this girl orientated marketing as
through its emergence in the cigarette
industry, it burst onto the scene as a

female counterpart to Benson and Hedges.
It is seen subsequently through iconic

advertising, advertising which capitalizes
on the second wave of feminism, that was
present within American culture during its
emergence. Across the early campaigns

the slogan "You've come along way,
baby." is seen to add progressive

connotations to the brand, progression
which arguably is conveniently mirrored

within the societal resurgence of feminism
in American culture between the 1960's

through to the 1980's. 

Figure 1:0(above)
Second Wave Feminism
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Within this case study we analyse the world of advertising and the various
mechanics it utilises as a media text to engage its audiences. Within this study
we look at campaigns from corporate giants such as Mc Donald's, Subway, KFC
and Hungry Jacks, and the way in which their advertising companies manipulate
the media texts they are putting out about various products and the way it shapes
its audiences understanding, of the brand as an entity.  

Case study one;

Figure 2:0 (above)
Franchise, photoshop of fast food photos by Anniemae Goldring
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MC Donald's Loose Change Menu;

Mc Donald's Loose Change Menu hit Australian shores in late 2012 which capitalised on
cheeper products being directly marketed to mass society through slamming of print, and
video campaigning by their advertising team. Mc Donald's kept this campaign simple,
relying entirely on the conveying of how cheep elements of their product line was, leaving a
large demographic of consumers interested. Through this simple delivery of their various
media advertisement texts, (as pictured below) the simple primary Red trademark of the
company, along with the product, and the price of said product, with Australian currency
being used as equal sign, is all that their print campaign consisted of. being interchanged
only with different products, currency and pricing depending on the product featured. 
This campaign is so successful due to the simplicity of it, and through simplicity it
capitalises on mass audiences, rather than Isolating out a particular Demographic. This
campaign works especially well within an Australian consumer demographic due to our
currency being coin based Rather than notes, advertising wise audience engagement with
this is simple, we are providing you our same product line at a price cheaper than our
competitors, buy our food instead of theirs, it costs less,
 so you can get more.

Figure 3:0 (above)
Full Loose Change Menu

Figure 3:1 (Top Right) 
Loose Change Menu Soft Serve

Figure 3:3 (Bottom Right)
Loose Change Menu Fries 5



ecreation and
mirroring;R

The process of recreation is an interesting notion. Throughout this publication we will
walk readers through a step by step recreation process of chosen media text artefacts.

Through this process we will highlight the various techniques which media professionals
utilise in order  to successfully engage their audience members.

Audience engagement for professionals is a tricky thing, too forward and it can risk
overall dismissal and rejection, too subtle and the audience may miss the engagement
all together, once again rejecting the text. Advertising agencies thrive off of finding
this medium level of engagement embracing it, a successful advertising campaign or

stand alone ad will fit in this medium.

 in our recreations throughout this publication, we will demonstrate through taking
professional ads and using them to market everyday products, the techniques the creator

of the media texts are utilising in order  to create a successful media text. 6

Figure 6:0 (above)
Anastasia the cat



Through the use of photoshop I have recreated the series of print campaigns which went with the
mcdonald's loose change menu in order to highlight the techniques which the advertising
agencies, utilise within this media text in order to engage the audiences. When taking it

apart to its rawest form it is seen within this ad campaign that they are selling the cheap rate
of their product rather than the product itself, creating a connotation in media consumers

minds between mcdonald's and more value for their money than other various competitors of
a similar product line.
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Case Study Two;
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In this case study, we examine the similarities between two breakfast cereal
advertisements, both targeted towards parents of today’s society. We look at a

Milo Cereal ad from 2010 and a WeetBix ad from 2013, both created to sell Milo and
Weetbix respectively. The formula used for these ads is something we found quite

interesting in that when breaking down the advertisements, it was interesting
to note the similarities in what was shown and who was used as a part of the

advertisement (families).

Is there a particular formula that cereal ads follow?
Do they each have particular conventions that are used throughout?

Slogans: Example 1: “nutritious energy”, Example 2: “aussie kids are weetbix kids”
In-Focus Cereal Box

Kitchen setting
Targeted at a particular audience: Parents and/or Children
Each ad emphasises the nutritional goodness of the product

Figure 8:0 (above)
Cereal Ad Collage by Anniemae

Goldring

The most important meal of
the day, an analysis of breakfast



Milo cereal
Figure 9:0 (below)

Screenshot from Milo Cereal ad.

Figure 9:3 (above)
Screenshot from Milo Cereal Ad

Figure 9:2 (below)
Screenshot from Milo Cereal ad

Figure 9:1 (below)
Screenshot from Milo Cereal Ad
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Beginning in a kitchen, a mother and daughter
engage in dialogue setting up the scene. In the
foreground of the shot is a Milo Cereal Box shows
emphasis on their slogan “nutritious fibre”.

The milo box works as a focal point of the shot. The
audience sees a hockey stick that the girl is holding
alluding to the following shot, “wholegrain and
added fibre”, which, “gives your kids nutritious
energy” preluding to the child playing sport.

This ad takes a tactic in putting the parents in
children’s shoes, and markets directly to parents. 

The mum is seen in following shots running for the bus,
running up school steps, walking into class, playing
sport, running to another class and going to gym class
and collapsing on the gymnastics equipment.

Highlighting the need for a nutritious sustaining
breakfast. This is mirrored through the fast-paced
intensity of these shots. This mirroring it further
reiterates the fact that the children need energy to stay
focussed. 

As a whole this ad appeals to parents and providers of children
to purchase this cereal for their children. The final shots of the ad
 are back in the kitchen where the audience sees children eating the milo cereal
 looking quite happy  (exhibiting happy body language).  The voice-over  then re-states that the cereal is nutritious and
tasty (this is said as the children are smiling) resonating with  parents the positive effects of feeding their children Milo
Cereal.
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WEETBIX 
Beginning in a kitchen the audience

sees a family. On the dining table is a bright
Weet-bix box which contrasts when juxtaposed

with the soft, green colours elsewhere in the
kitchen, alerting the audience's attention to

 the Weetbix cereal.A link is drawn between a
 boy eating cereal implying he is eating Weetbix. The words

“first match” followed by a tracking shot of the boy,
running and kicking a goal in a football game. Followed

by another shot of the family, again in the  kitchen, this
time showing a time lapse of age and time.

The Weetbix box once again imposing within the
shot, alluding to both teenagers eating it to this

before they go to school. The words “first day of high
school” appear followed by another tracking shot on

the way to school. Followed by another shot in the
same kitchen more time has passed, with imposing
shot of Weetbix cereal box, the boy is now dressed in

casual clothes and is taller than his mother
alluding to more time passing.

The mother is holding an L plate and “first
driving lesson” as text, appears. A voice-over
then states, “They’ve got a long way to go,
help give them a good start”. The audience
links the three montages of the boy as he is
growing up with Weetbix remaining a
constant for a particular reason. A voice-
over suggests this reason through
highlighting nutritional benefits of
Weetbix.  The ad ends with an in-focus shot
of the Weetbix box “or the money shot”
highlighting Weetbix are “97% wholegrain,
100% ready”, highlighting health benefits.
This ad aiming at families playing on their
parental instincts, this emphasised through
Weetbix being a constant in the aging
process of the video.

Figure 10:0 (above)
Weetbix Cereal screenshot

Figure 10:1 (above)
Weetbix Cereal screenshot

Figure 10:2 (above)
Weetbix Cereal screenshot

Figure 10:3 (above)
Weetbix Cereal screenshot



Coca Cola,
Can I borrow a feeling?

Figure 11:00 (above)
Simpsons screenshot; Season 8

Episode 6

Advertisement agencies thrive off selling their target
audiences not only the media product, but the various
connotations to which they package the product with. 
A company notorious of this is soft drink giant Coca
Cola, who in various of the following print
campaigns can be seen selling the audience not only
the company's product but an entire experience
which surrounds the product. This is evident in the embedded images, sampling from various Coca Cola
summer ad campaigns, highlighting the advertising heads selling, this nostalgic hot summer day
experience, thus packaging their product with summer and attempting to make a link in consumers minds
between a hot summers day and the accompaniment of cold Coke,
all through careful selected presentation of their media text.
The notion almost of "borrowing a feeling", where
 advertisers subtly implant ideologies within consumers heads
 about various scenarios, creating a link and a demand for
 the product which  They are choosing to sell. across the
board in ads looked at by coke we see a correlation of 
selling a time,
a place or a
particular feeling
which attribute
To a higher demand
of purchasing said
product. Figure 11:01(above)

Coca Cola Advert
Selling a feeling

Figure 11:02 (above)
Coca Cola Advert 
Selling a life Style

Figure 11:03 (right)
Coca Cola Advert 
Selling a location 11
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It started with a whisper;
the power of word of mouth 

In the media landscape, we as consumers live within, the various engagements we have
with media texts is vast, and often unnoticed. Whether it be seeing the iconic golden
arches of Mcdonalds, the pure red of KFC or Hungry Jacks, or the green freshness linked

subconsciously with Subway, media texts not only surround us but subtly interact with us
on a level many are unable to register.

Due to the ever adapting and fast paced nature which is the mediascape of our generation,
more and more advertising agencies and companies alike are looking for new ways to
create an engagement with audiences that comes across as organic and non formulaic,

thus many agencies have capitalised off the notion of "word of mouth advertising", where
rather than the company telling you how good the company is, a peer is feeding back

positive feedback and comments on a particular product. 

Often companies such as the one highlighted in "Gruen Sessions- Word Of Mouth
Marketing" utilise us the consumer as a "medium" to perpetrate particular opinions on

specific products.
The key focus of this sort of marketing is creating the authentic interaction between

consumers, those who are doted influential and those who they are influencing.
Advertising professionals who utilise word of mouth identify their target demographic,
single out an influencer and place their products in their hands allowing the "branded

conversations" to flow freely and in an organic nature. 
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hobani oats; C
A real life application of the previously discussed of word-of-mouth advertising

can be seen in observations we noted on the way to university during the
semester, company Chobani who are marketing their yogurt and liquid oat

products as "on the go breakfasts", set up a table at Melbourne Central Station
handing out free products to commuters who appeared to be on the go and fitting
the target demographic, utilizing peak hour commuters, their target audience .as

a mechanism to generate word of mouth advertising among other fellow busy
commuters who may also  benefit from the convenience of breakfast on the go.

however handing out  free product is clearly an un-organic scenario, the
conversation it generates is not, confronted by the free product commuters were

likely to enter their workplace/school institution sharing the fact that they
received free chobani oats, following on with their opinion of the product, and
as the advertising marketing team would hope, endorse the product to others who
may not have received the product from their team causing a flow on effect, and
more branded conversations about the product, Their recollections working as a

media text for the company influencing other potential buyers.

Figure 13:00 (above)
Chobani Oats #breakfastrescue

campaign
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Video didn't kill the
radio star

An insight into audio media text and it's techniques 

This case study examines what makes a radio advertisement successful, while maintaining
a unique method of promoting their product. We analyse the iconic National Tiles radio

advertisement, and the Blind Factory’s very memorable jingle, to see what techniques and
tricks they utilise to create such unforgettable content for the radio medium and how the

audience receives their message.

Figure 14:00 (above)
Print campaign accompaniment for The Blind

Factory

The Blind Factory's jingle can be recognised by almost every Melbournian in Victoria, but from many people
 online and around me, they clearly display the mindset of not being impressed at all with the idea at all.

When asked about the song, most people tend to deter from acknowledging the companies existence,
but we can't deny the advertisement's ability to remain ingrained into our memories. The jingle works so

well due to its simplicity and very, very, very annoying voice actor who sings the song in a purposely
 irritating and nasally tone. The reason we remember it is because we associate some forms of emotions
 with the ad, and like anything we encode into our brains, objects and information that has feelings
 attached with them are more likely to be stored in our memory than any other form of information.

 Basic psychology suggests that since we had an opinion on the ad, we will remember the ad more
 often than the generic salesman that follows after it, which we don't usually form any opinions on. 

Jingle Bells
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For almost 18 years Frank Walker has been a constant figure in Melbourne radio community, and
this 2014 radio advertisement indicates that he’s not going to let up anytime soon. He starts off
this ad like almost every other spokesperson does, by introducing himself, but this particular ad
sounds completely different to anything else on radio. On paper the ad is simple, Frank merely

introduces himself, the product and then promotes the sales on offer at this particular moment
in time. What makes the National Tiles ad different is Frank’s unique style of wording, which he

uses to capture the population’s attention. He starts words enthusiastically with high accents,
and then draws out the last syllables of the sentence. He stresses almost every second syllable, and

purposely tries to make an annoying tone that would be irritating to use in any regular
context. This choice of pronouncing is effective in making his ad stick out among all the

hundreds of smooth calming tones, and clearly enunciated sales.

This advertisement is also unique in who they aim their products towards. Instead of clearly
identifying a small demographic Frank tries to appeal to the entire general public. He repeats the

phrase “beautiful range polished porcelain floor tiles” twice to emphasize their quality, but
never caters towards any specific audience of interest. This general approach is effective in

selling his product without discrimination, it merely calls for anyone who has an interest in
floor tiling to at least consider the wide range they have at National Tiles. Frank’s ad doesn’t
aim to become the next big viral sensation, or to take the whole nation by surprise, his unique

voice and simple dialogue help him cement himself into the minds of potential customers, and
it doesn’t help that his (sometimes) irritating voice can be remembered more often than the next

pop song.

Frank Walker from National
Tiles 2014

Transcript of ad one:
“Hello~. Frank Walker from National Tiles~. This week

National Tiles have a beautiful range of polished porcelain
floor tiles~, slashed by up to 30% and more~. Yes, until this
Sunday only at National Tiles~, save up to 30% and more~,

on our beautiful range of polished porcelain floor tiles~, but
only until this Sunday~.

Rush into national tiles now and save~, go to our website
for details~. nationaltiles.com.au”

~ indicates when he holds a syllable for longer than usual.
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Figure 16:00 (above)
The Blind Factory Video campaign

accompaniment 

Figure 16:01 (above)
The Blind Factory Video campaign

accompaniment 

Figure 16:02 (above)
The Blind Factory Video campaign

accompaniment 

Figure 16:03 (above)
The Blind Factory Video campaign

accompaniment 

Although most of us have experienced The Blind Factory’s radio
ads, I thought it would be more fitting to analyse the very rare
TV advertisement they released in December 2007 and how
effective it worked along with all the previous radio
advertisement they've had.  This ad displays the wide range of
blinds and possible settings for blinds to be located, in the
form of still images and has minimal text describing the
product. It flaunts the phrase “Beautiful Blinds” and “A World
of Choices” as a way to appeal to consumers’ individual tastes
and needs, and mentions that they are “High Quality Shade
Solutions” paired with an image of outdoor blinds.
  

The Blind factory

During this showcase of their product calming classical music
is played to indicate a prestigious and elegant association

with the purchase of the blinds. This gives potential consumers
the impression that these blinds are to be taken seriously as a
professional product and once the ad has established that, the

ad reveals that these reputable blinds can be found at the Blind
Factory, which has been a household name for many years

already. This reveal is supposed to shock and humour the viewers
to a certain degree, or at least those that are familiar with the
Blind Factory's previous work. For three years the Blind Factory
were known for their annoying and very catchy radio jingle,

and this TV advertisement plays with that idea that the
humourous and at many times not serious Blind Factory can

produce such quality content so professionally, without the
added help of their company song. Once they've surprised the

viewer they then tease the audience at the end by playing their
famous jingle, again in an attempt to almost trick us into

believing that the Blind Factory have changed their branding
of the company, but still keep the same unforgettable jingle.
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Conclusion:
Within our study of the impact which media text has upon society, we explored
carefully selected advertisements, which we identified through our research as
clearly expressive of the techniques often utilised by media outlets to engage
audiences. Our case studies provide a basis for analysis upon several different
media texts and more specifically the formulas used in each individual
advertisement. However, further research is suggested in order to fully grasp
other concepts.
We focus on the bombardment of media texts and this plan resulted in the
creation of an e-book, exploring just a handful of the media texts in which we
are bombarded with in our day to day lives. We were particularly fascinated by
advertisements  including those on television, radio and print publications.
Through our research, we discovered that each media outlet specifically tailored
techniques and used variations of appealing content, to sell the audience a
particular product. Whilst working upon finding the formula for many of
these advertisements, we discovered that advertising companies look
specifically to target texts at particular audiences (using the example of the
Milo Cereal breakfast advertisement; the utilisation of a mother with her
children). From this, it is clear that advertising companies must do extensive
research into who would most likely buy the product and more specifically the
ethnicity, age, income and gender of their demographic.

In terms of creating a successful ad, we have found that it is important to be
dynamic and have a clear approach in showcasing a product. From the
advertisements we analysed, we could see definite messages within each,
utilizing various industry techniques in order to engage with audiences and
sell their products. Whether it be by creating a connotation with the product
such as Coca Cola selling a feeling/moment or place, Milo Cereal selling their
nutritional benefit it has on children to parents, having a plain and simple
print publication (example of the Loose Change Menu) that targets a larger
demographic due to its basic nature, or Frank Walker getting in everyone’s
head with his monotone drone like voice, each advertisement text starts with a
contention as a foundation, further developing into something much larger
and perhaps enhancing an individual's likelihood to purchase a product. 17
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